
In our game, you have to get the dragons into the cages.  That is why we call it Caged.   The
robot is a witch and the risers are dragons.   It becomes a one-player or a two-player game. In
the teamwork challenges, you have to work together.

The witch puts the dragons in the cages by using magic. You want to get dragons into the
cages as otherwise the dragons will burn down the villages with raging fires, flood the villages
with torrents of water and/ or cause windstorms like tornados and hurricanes.  The best strategy
is to get the same colour dragons into the same row cages.  There are orange, purple and blue
risers.   The blue risers are water dragons, they shoot water.  The orange dragons are fire
dragons and they breathe fire.  The purple dragons are wind dragons and they make strong
wind storms when they exhale.

In the Skills challenge, the dragons of the same colour are from the same family.  The dragons
will get very mad if some of their dragons are in cages.  If dragons from the same family are put
into the same row they will be less mad.   The witch has one minute to get as many dragons in
cages before they start to burn down villages.  The more dragons that are left outside the cages
when you one minute is up the more powerful your dragons will be.  The fewer dragons left after
one minute the less powerful the dragons will be.

In the Teamwork challenge, two witches work together to combat the dragons.  The time is still
one minute there are still the same amount of dragons but the dragons on the field go into a
formation that makes it look like there are more dragons on the field.   The teamwork challenge
can only be played if there is a full moon.  On the full moon, the dragons gather together to
make it hard for the witches to beat the dragons including the orange fire dragons, the blue
water dragons and the purple wind dragons.  At the end of one minute the dragons should be
locked up in their cages or else they become more powerful.

If you stack three dragons of the same colour on top of each other they become weaker
because they lose their power of wind, water or fire if they are all purple, blue or red.  The wind
is knocked out of each other so they cannot cause any destruction.   If you put three of the
same coloured dragons in a row then they also become weaker because they are with their
family and they spend time socializing instead of fighting.

The point works out differently. If you get one dragon in a cage with no other dragons of the
same colour in that row you score one point.   The weaker the dragons become the more points
you get.  If you get three of the same colour in a row you score 6 points, each dragon becomes
two points.  If you two dragons stacked on top of each other, with different colours its two points.
If you have three dragons of different colours stacked on top of each other you score three
points.   If you two dragons stacked on top of each other, with the same colours you score two
points.  If you have three dragons of the same colours stacked on top of each other you score
three points.   If you have a row and a stack of three all of the same colour it becomes thirty-six
points.


